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INVITATION

Celebrating Informal Economic Forum Economic Club, Association
Founded in 1993
International Peace Committee
Founded in 2015
www.hospodarskyklub.sk

Dr. Peter Kasalovský
founding member and representative of the Association since 1993
Has the pleasure of inviting you to the first
part of the 117th regular assembly and the 266th event in camera,
which will be held at the Liviano Restaurant, Kutlikova 17,
Bratislava – Petržalka /the TECHNOPOL building/
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Thursday, 31 May 2018

Partner
PhDr. Miroslav Demko,
President of Liszt Society

R.S.V.P.
Kindly, book your place not later than 21 May 2018
by email to pkasalovsky@hospodarskyklub.sk
The second part of the assembly will be held at a different time
and will be announced in a separate invitation.

Program

1:00 p.m.
Opening speech
1:10 p.m.
P. Kasalovský: Report on the State of the Republic, Part 6:
On the Political System

1:35 p.m.
Statement by the International Peace Committee
1:45 p.m.
M. Demko, Golden Biatec Laureate:
On the personality of Franz Liszt, the great Hungarian and Slovak ,
and his Coronation Mass
2.15 p.m.
Discussion on: What president of the Slovak Republic do we want?
2.35 p.m.
Presentation of SKYWAY CAPITAL by F. Solár, member of top management
3.05 p.m.
Prof. MUDr. B. Rudinský, CSc.: On the life with medicine and with patients
3.30 p.m.
Informal meeting

Fiction from the book “Death at Intervals.”
by José de Sousa Saramago /1922-2010/
recipient of Nobel Prize in Literature

Imagine the story of a country where people stop dying
First, people are, in general, thrilled. However, they begin
to realise the unpleasant consequences step by step.
The Catholic Church is the first to realise that there is no resurrection
without death. And this is a serious problem for the faith.
Life insurance companies and funeral parlours get bankrupt.
The state has a problem with pensions, families with the care of an increasingly
growing number of their over-age family members. And nobody inherits.
Organized crime takes the control over. They begin to transport old
people to countries where death still exists. ... The government
comes to the conclusion that unless people again start dying,
it is over with the country.

The story contains two interesting implicit lessons.
First, the organised crime will take advantage of any “novelty”
very quickly, and second, in general, people are first thrilled and blinded by a change,
and after they discover what this novelty means, their enthusiasm fades away.
And the sound of “this is not what we have been imagining” is repeatedly heard.
And the chase for the culprit starts!
(From the April Club correspondence.)

